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B

ar examiners look both forward and

emerged in recent years. The studies were grounded

backward. They must look back and

in empirical work on a number of campuses for each

understand trends in legal education so

discipline, and were undertaken by teams of inves-

that they can fairly examine law school

tigators, including a study director knowledgeable

graduates who seek admission to the practicing

about the specific field, working with longer-term

bar. At the same time, they must look forward to

Carnegie personnel with expertise in philosophy,

the nature and responsibilities of the practicing bar,

psychology, and education.4

which are evolving rapidly given the many vectors
of change now operating, including globalization,
economic pressure, technological change, and related
changes in law practice.

This article presents key insights from the
Carnegie Foundation’s study on legal education,
Educating Lawyers: Preparation for the Profession of
Law,5 commonly known as the Carnegie Report, pub-

The Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement
of Teaching1 has also in the past decade looked back
upon work it undertook early in the 20th century
regarding several fields of professional education,2
while looking ahead to how professional educa-

lished in 2007, while also incorporating information
about related developments in law schools that have
occurred in ensuing years. It focuses on four major
themes that animate the study:
•

the relationship between the characteristics
of professionals and professional education

•

the three “apprenticeships” implicit in legal
education

•

the importance of progression

•

the role of assessment

tion might be improved for the century to come.
Under the leadership of President Lee Shulman (who
served as president from 1997 to 2008), it focused
a decade’s worth of energy on researching teaching and learning in five different fields of professional education: clergy, law, engineering, nursing,
and medicine.3 This round of studies, in contrast
to those of a century ago, adopted a comparative

In tracing these themes, the article raises related

perspective that endeavored to draw lessons that

questions that implicitly arise in the context of bar

could be shared across different fields, and tapped

examination policy, even though those large-scale

into insights from the “learning sciences” that have

questions are not readily perceived or addressed.
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SUMMARY OF FINDINGs:
EDUCATING LAWYeRS: PRepARATION FOR THe
PROFeSSION OF LAW

I. What is the relationship between
the characteristics of professionals
and professional education gener-

Observations

ally, and should it matter to bar

1. Law School Provides Rapid Socialization into the Stan-

examiners?

dards of Legal Thinking

One of the most important insights incorporated

2. Law Schools Rely Heavily on One Way of Teaching to

into the Carnegie Foundation’s studies of professional education arose from a set of “common-

Accomplish the Socialization Process
3. The Case-Dialogue Method of Teaching Has Valuable

places” developed by President Lee Shulman in

Strengths but Also Unintended Consequences

consultation with others at the Foundation.6 Based

a. Most law schools give only casual attention to teach-

on his work with medical and teacher education,

ing students how to use legal thinking in the complex-

Shulman posited that there are six major dimensions

ity of actual law practice

along which professionals in the field must function

b. Law schools fail to complement the focus on skill in
legal analyses with effective support for developing

(whatever their particular specialty). Professionals
•

employ fundamental knowledge and skills
derived from an academic base,

•

make decisions
uncertainty,

•

engage in complex practice,

•

learn from experience,

•

create and participate in responsible professional communities, and

•

have the ability and willingness to provide

ethical and social skills
4. Assessment

of

Student

Learning

Remains

Underdeveloped
5. Legal Education Approaches Improvement Incrementally, Not Comprehensively
Recommendations
1. Offer an Integrated Curriculum
2. Join “Lawyering,” Professionalism, and Legal Analysis
from the Start
3. Make Better Use of the Second and Third Years of Law
School

under

conditions

of

public service.
The following sections assess how law schools and

4. Support Faculty to Work Across the Curriculum

bar examiners have addressed and evaluated these

5. Design the Program so that Students—and Faculty—

six characteristics.

Weave Together Disparate Kinds of Knowledge and
Skill

Employing Fundamental Knowledge and Skills

6. Recognize a Common Purpose

Derived from an Academic Base

7. Work Together, Within, and Across Institutions

Law schools have long emphasized the fundamental

Source: WILLIAM M. SULLIVAN, ANNE COLBY, JUDITH WELcH
WEGNER, LLOYD BOND & LEE S. SHULMAN, EDUcATING LAwYERs: PREpARATION FOR THE PROFEssION OF LAw 5 (JosseyBass 2007), available at http://www.carnegiefoundation
.org/sites/default/files/publications/elibrary_pdf_632.pdf.

knowledge and analytical skills that are the hallmark of legal education. Students are expected to
take a required set of core subject-matter courses
and are given options to explore other topics of their
choice. Bar examiners have traditionally sought
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to assess fundamental knowledge in a narrower

students may be asked to work with a novel file pro-

range of subject matter where lawyers with general

vided during the examination and to submit various

licenses to practice should have basic competence.

types of written products after their review of the

Although there are important differences among

file. Because of the challenges of developing reliable

the states in subject areas tested and assessed by bar

and valid assessment instruments, it is likely that

examiners, such differences generally lie at the mar-

this approach is about all bar examiners can do.

gins, and the National Conference of Bar Examiners
has increasingly focused on developing examina-

Engaging in Complex Practice and Learning

tions that assess law school graduates’ understand-

from Experience

ing of core subjects from a national viewpoint. These
long-standing practices have proved important to
bar examiners’ efforts to develop reliable and valid
measures by which prospective entrants to the bar
can be fairly assessed.

Law schools have been less adept at introducing
students to complex practice and learning from
experience, and the same is true of bar examiners.
As discussed later in this article, law schools have
increasingly created opportunities for students to
“cluster” their courses, or concentrate in certain spe-

Making Decisions Under Conditions

cialty areas, and have expanded experiential learn-

of Uncertainty
To a lesser extent, both legal educators and bar examiners address the dimension of uncertainty insofar
as they focus on assessing students’ abilities to
“think like lawyers” in responding to novel scenarios
rooted in varied fact patterns. As discussed more
fully later in this article, law professors’ use of the
case-dialogue method provides a powerful means
of stretching students’ analytical thinking abilities,
as they gradually move from wanting knowledge to
seeking comprehension, and to analyzing, synthesizing, and applying legal principles. Depending on
the courses they choose, students may also have to
address more sophisticated problem solving in connection with their work on seminar paper topics or
in clinical programs.
To a substantial degree, bar examiners require
graduates to demonstrate a modest ability to deal
with uncertainty through the presentation of sophis-

ing opportunities through externship, clinical, pro
bono, and other similar programs. State bars have
established a variety of “specialist” designations that
require interested lawyers to demonstrate substantial practice experience in complex areas, while also
requiring extensive references and demanding examinations. Such state approaches are well advised, for
they reflect the complexity of sophisticated practice
and the need for substantial grounding in experience
before lawyers can be designated as experts. On the
other hand, as discussed in the subsequent section
on progression, there are reasons to reconsider the
approaches employed in subject-matter testing in
light of the changing nature of law practice and law
school curricula.
Creating and Participating in Responsible
Professional Communities, and Having the
Ability and Willingness to Provide Public Service

ticated multiple-choice and essay questions that

These other dimensions of professional practice and

involve scenarios to be addressed. In those jurisdic-

education (creating and participating in responsible

tions using performance-based testing strategies,

professional communities and having the ability and
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willingness to provide public service) are valued

a university-based system of professional education

by law schools without doubt and are encouraged

for lawyers at Harvard Law School in 1871.7 The aca-

by support of varied extracurricular and pro bono

demic model eventually replaced the apprenticeship

programs. Nonetheless, such activities are not gener-

system that had preceded it, through which begin-

ally part of the curriculum (except to the extent that

ning lawyers learned their craft at a practitioner’s

clinical and externship programs incorporate service

knee. Apprenticeship systems are still employed

to those of limited means). Law schools require their

in some countries such as Canada and the United

students to complete courses in professional respon-

Kingdom as a supplement to university education

sibility or legal ethics, as mandated by the American

(“articling” is required following academic prepara-

Bar Association in post-Watergate years. Most such

tion and before admission to the bar).8 In important

courses focus on the “law of lawyering” rather than

respects, apprenticeships would seem to be old news

on the nature and responsibilities of practitioner

rather than modern innovation. Notwithstanding

communities or the nature of service to those with-

this history, the Carnegie Report does resurrect

out resources. Understandably, bar examiners assess

discussion of apprenticeships, but in a metaphorical

prospective lawyers’ knowledge of the “law of law-

rather than literal sense.

yering” and separately review their character and
fitness for law practice. If these central dimensions
of professionals’ responsibilities are to be given their
due, however, more may need to be done, as discussed later in this article.
In summary, if the characteristics of professionals employed by Shulman and the Carnegie Report

The Three Types of Apprenticeships
Educating Lawyers suggests that there are three
conceptual apprenticeships that professionals-indevelopment must traverse:
•

the cognitive apprenticeship9 that relates to
ways of thinking in the context of relevant
subject matter

•

the apprenticeship of skills and practice that
relates to developing an ability to do or
produce what professionals in a given field
must do or produce, and to act in a way that
those professionals must act

•

an apprenticeship of professional identity and
values that concerns an emerging professional’s capacity to navigate the relationship
between his or her personal and professional
values and ways of being in the world

provide a meaningful template regarding the nature
of professionals’ responsibilities, it would seem that
legal educators should more conscientiously incorporate attention to each of these variables as part
of legal education—in setting instructional goals,
assessing responsibilities, and guiding and evaluating their students. Bar examiners might in turn
ask themselves whether the predominant focus on
subject-matter knowledge is sufficient in determining whether prospective entrants should be admitted
to the bar.

II. Is an understanding of “apprenticeships” still relevant for legal
educators and bar examiners?

Taken together, these three metaphorical apprenticeships constitute the process of professional
formation through which emerging professionals are

The modern era of legal education began with

able to navigate newfound responsibilities to those

Christopher Columbus Langdell’s development of

they serve.
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Cognitive Apprenticeship: The Use of the

perform in role, necessitating activity, interaction,

Case-Dialogue Method

and visibility within a public setting that fosters

Successful Results of the Case-Dialogue Method

accountability. The dialectical approach, reminiscent

The Carnegie Report gives legal educators’ efforts
to teach students to “think like lawyers” their due,
recognizing that the use of the case-dialogue method
(particularly in the first year) rapidly socializes most
students by developing their legal literacy (careful
reading and new vocabulary), enhancing their critical thinking skills, and expanding their appreciation
of the legal landscape and its various denizens. At
the same time, the case-dialogue method generally

of the question-answer rhythm found in courts and
legislatures and using authentic legal artifacts (cases
and statutes), requires students to grapple with
uncertainty in order to develop professional judgment. Often the emotional stakes are high (coupling
excitement with anxiety), resulting in experiences
that shape students in profound ways, affecting their
values and dispositions as members of a particular
profession.

requires students to develop cognitive skills such

The case-dialogue method is wonderfully adept

as knowledge acquisition, comprehension, analysis,

in allowing instructors to make student thinking

10

application, synthesis, and evaluation. Legal educa-

visible and then to coach students to the next level,

tion’s cognitive apprenticeship focuses on develop-

before fading away when students can stand on their

ing students’ thinking skills in the specific context

own. It also conveys implicit values and assumptions

of legal materials and law-related content. Students

(whether sound and desirable, or not): who is visible,

must learn what kind of knowledge “counts” and

who gets to speak, what counts as authority, and

how to construct knowledge for themselves within

what form of conflict resolution (most often litiga-

this particular field.

tion) is the norm.

Not surprisingly, the Carnegie Report found that
legal education handles the cognitive apprenticeship
very well and, indeed, better than most other fields.
Much of this success relates to the way the casedialogue method functions as a distinctive signature
pedagogy: a systematic, shared set of practices that is
widely adopted by instructors and programs across
a field of education, generally reflecting an alignment of theory and practice and possessing unusual
power to shape understandings of the nature of
knowledge and professional roles.

Shortcomings of the Case-Dialogue Method
For all the power of the case-dialogue method as an
effective cognitive apprenticeship, it has important
downsides. It is not particularly well suited to developing practice-oriented skills apart from legal analysis, to opening up issues of professional identity
and values, or to fostering a critique based on social
justice. Although its power raises the adrenaline
level of students significantly during the first year,
once students have mastered the technique, they
can grow bored with repetition that extends beyond

The power of the case-dialogue method (and

the first semester and on into the second and third

other forms of signature pedagogy) lies in its per-

years. Also, the case-dialogue method is well suited

vasive repetition and routine, resulting in habits

to engaging students in large classes but less so in

of mind that can be employed, almost automati-

smaller discussion settings, seminars, and clinics.

cally, when engaging in complex problem solving.

Finally, it has no obvious means of building impor-

Signature pedagogies generally require students to

tant progression in what and how students learn.
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Considerations for Bar Examiners

of professional preparation, the Carnegie Report

Bar examiners need to be aware of the powerful role

found that legal education’s entrancement with

of and first-year emphasis on the cognitive appren-

academic knowledge and the case-dialogue meth-

ticeship in legal education, because success in “think-

odology has crowded out attention to the other two

ing like a lawyer” (the upshot of effective instruction

“apprenticeships” important in preparing begin-

grounded in the cognitive apprenticeship) is largely

ning law professionals. The report highlighted the

what bar examinations assess, whatever subject

limited extent to which legal education endeavors

matter may be involved. Ideally, law schools would

to develop graduates’ professional skills (and ability

successfully enhance students’ analytical thinking

to do what professionals need to do) and found that

capacities by emphasis on the cognitive apprentice-

law schools have generally addressed this important

ship dimension of their development in the first

dimension of professional preparation incrementally

year, and bar examiners would provide a method

and somewhat modestly in most instances.

for assessing that accomplishment in connection
with subject-matter areas in which such thinking
processes are initially developed.

Although advocates for “lawyer schools” such
as Jerome Frank13 had long urged attention to developing professional skills relating to “doing” and

There is often a gap, however, between when

“acting” during law school, it took more than 30

students are given an opportunity to develop com-

years, until the late 1960s, for law schools to become

petence in “thinking like a lawyer” (during the first

more serious about such reforms, thanks in part to

year) and when they are assessed on that ability

the Ford Foundation’s commitment of $12 million

(two years later, on the bar examination they take

to support clinical legal education and the estab-

following graduation). Following the American Bar

lishment and advocacy of the Council on Legal

Association’s change to its law school accreditation

Education for Professional Responsibility.14 The pub-

requirements in 2008 allowing law schools to offer

lication in 1992 of the American Bar Association’s

bar exam preparation courses for credit,11 a growing

report Legal Education and Professional Development:

number of schools have begun offering such courses

An Educational Continuum, commonly known as the

that endeavor to help students address deficiencies

MacCrate Report,15 reflected continuing concern by

in the cognitive area most commonly identified in

those in the legal profession and some legal educa-

the third year, before the students sit for the bar

tors that attention needed to be given to beginning

examination. As I have argued at length elsewhere,

lawyers’ abilities to “do,” not just “think.”16

however, an approach that bifurcates the bar examination and assesses students’ capacities in the cog-

In ensuing years, student demand for applied

nitive arena at an earlier stage would prove highly

learning opportunities in law school has grown.

beneficial and is worthy of consideration.12

The number of clinical programs has increased, and

Apprenticeship of Skills and Practice

the programs have diversified.17 Schools have also
increasingly employed externships to place students

Modest Developments in Applied Learning Opportunities

in off-campus settings with judges, prosecutors,

While commending legal education’s strength in

public defenders, nonprofits, and other entities.18

addressing the cognitive apprenticeship dimension

Freestanding offerings on topics such as trial advo-

16 The Bar Examiner, June 2011

cacy and counseling/negotiation have also been

third-year students who responded to the survey felt

developed.

unprepared for dealing with client needs and many
other aspects of professional practice.

More Recent Initiatives and Law School Student
Preparedness

Considerations for Bar Examiners

Despite the importance of the MacCrate Report,

Bar examiners in some jurisdictions have recognized

many law schools did not embrace curriculum re-

the importance of assessing prospective lawyers’

form in ensuing years. Instead, it took the 2007

abilities to “act” and “do” as part of the bar examina-

publication of the Carnegie Report and the dramatic

tion. The Multistate Performance Test (MPT) reflects

changes in the legal market beginning with the

that commitment but focuses primarily on analytical

current economic downturn to get their attention. In

exercises tied to case files, rather than on assessing

the past several years, a growing number of schools

various professional skills relating more directly

have experimented with other sorts of instructional

to “acting” and “doing.” Bar examiners are handi-

designs that provide applied learning experiences

capped to some extent because they need to tie their

through seminars focused on applying legal prin-

assessments to what law schools actually teach. If

ciples to complex social problems or partnering

law schools are not systematically teaching students

with practitioners to develop skills in conjunction

to “act” as lawyers or “do” what lawyers need to do

with doctrinal knowledge. There also appears to be

in particular contexts, it may be problematic to assess

a growing trend in many law schools to expand tra-

prospective lawyers’ skills in that regard. I have

ditional instruction in legal writing and research to

not seen empirical studies that attempt to discern

incorporate more instruction in interviewing, coun-

whether law schools in states that employ the MPT

seling, negotiation, and problem solving not only in

have altered their curricula or whether bar review

the first year but in the second year as well. A num-

providers attempt to build students’ abilities to

ber of law schools have also begun experimenting

respond to questions posed on the MPT.

with intersession or short-course options to provide
basic skill-related instruction or enhance student
expertise by offering advanced courses in which substantive content and targeted skills are integrated.
The sidebar on page 18 highlights some of the recent
initiatives taking place in law schools.

On the other hand, bar examiners very likely
have more power than they may realize. I would
venture that bar examiners could identify some
essential “acting” and “doing” skills on which they
might focus and could make that focus known to law
schools around the country. For example, I recently

Many law schools nationally have begun partici-

explored whether bar examiners in at least some

pating in the yearly Law School Survey of Student

states assess prospective lawyers’ writing skills as

Engagement, a tool designed to assist them in

part of the bar examination and learned that in many

evaluating student learning on cognitive, skills, and

instances they do not. I have also talked with many

ethical dimensions. Key findings of the 2010 sur-

law librarians who recognize the importance of pre-

vey are summarized in the sidebar on page 19. It is

paring law students to be effective legal researchers,

worrisome that, despite increased applied learning

but I am not aware that any bar examination attempts

opportunities in law school, more than 40 percent of

to assess skills of that sort. Perhaps effective listening
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EXAMpLEs

OF

CURRENT LAw ScHOOL INITIATIVEs

Programs with In-Depth Introduction to Trial Advocacy,
Transactional Law, and Dispute Resolution

Advanced Seminars/Applied Learning Partnering with Doctrine/
Theory

• Emory Law: Emory has established a Center for Transactional Law
and Practice that hosts periodic teaching conferences and collects
instructional materials to facilitate enhanced instruction in this area.
http://www.law.emory.edu/centers-clinics/center-for-transactional-law
-practice.html

• University of Cincinnati College of Law: Cincinnati has developed a
range of “Practice One” courses that serve as companion offerings to
traditional doctrinal courses in areas such as family law and tax law.
http://www.law.uc.edu/current-students/register/spring2011regular
classes

• Stetson Law: Stetson is known for its advocacy programs as well as
for its Center for Excellence in Advocacy, which hosts periodic conferences on teaching advocacy skills and provides free online resources
for faculty and public sector attorneys seeking to learn or teach related
skills.
http://www.law.stetson.edu/ARC/

• University of Maryland School of Law: Maryland offers a range of
clinical, practicum, workshop, and “legal theory and practice” offerings
that link substantive and practice-oriented instruction.
http://www.law.umaryland.edu/academics/practice/practicums.html

• University of Missouri School of Law–Columbia: Missouri is well
known for its pioneering work introducing dispute resolution throughout
the curriculum, starting with the first year.
http://law.missouri.edu/academics/curriculum.html#5095

• Washington and Lee University School of Law: Washington & Lee
has pioneered a new approach to the third year of law school that
incorporates intensive skills instruction at the outset of each semester,
a professionalism program, and intensive clinic/externship/practicum
programs each semester.
http://law.wlu.edu/thirdyear/

Innovations in Legal Writing, Research, Skills, and Professionalism

Intersessions and Short Courses

• Case Western Reserve University School of Law: Case Western’s
law school has adopted its CaseArc Integrated Lawyering Skills
Program, a comprehensive approach to integrating instruction in
legal research, writing, problem solving, negotiation, drafting, and
client representation as part of the first- and second-year curriculum.

• Drake University Law School: Drake’s Trial Practicum is a weeklong intensive program that introduces 1Ls to issues of criminal law,
evidence, ethics, and professionalism during a trial held on school
premises.
http://www.law.drake.edu/admissions/?pageID=trialPracticum

http://law.case.edu/Academics/Curriculum/JDProgram/CaseArc/
CaseArcCurriculum.aspx

• Georgetown University Law: Georgetown offers a one-week intersession integrating transnational legal issues with research, writing,
and other skills.

• City University of New York School of Law: CUNY integrates theory
and practice throughout the three years of law school. First-year students must participate in a year-long lawyering seminar featuring simulation exercises. Second-year students are required to take an advanced
semester-long seminar in a public-interest law area of their choice,
while third-year students must enroll in a 12- to 16-unit field placement
program or live-client clinic.
http://www.law.cuny.edu/academics/AcademicPhilosophy.html
• Gonzaga University School of Law: Gonzaga has developed “skills
and professionalism” labs linked to fall 1L courses related to litigation
(civil procedure and torts) and spring 1L courses related to transactions
(contracts and property).
http://www.law.gonzaga.edu/Academic-Program/curriculum/
default.asp
• Maurer School of Law, Indiana University–Bloomington:
Maurer has introduced an innovative four-hour course, The Legal
Profession, that addresses ethics, competencies, and the economics of the legal profession as part of its first-year curriculum.
http://www.law.indiana.edu/degrees/jd/curriculum.shtml
• NYU Law: NYU is well known for its 1L Lawyering Program that
integrates intensive instruction in legal theory, practice-oriented skills,
problem solving, ethics, and professionalism in a collaborative, reflective context.
http://www.law.nyu.edu/academics/lawyeringprogram/mission/index.htm
• Southwestern Law School: Southwestern gives 1Ls an overview of
lawyering skills in the fall semester and then allows them to opt into one
of three more focused tracks (appellate advocacy, negotiation, or trial
practice) during the spring term.
http://www.swlaw.edu/academics/courseinfo/firstyear
• University of New Mexico School of Law: The UNM program

requires all students to enroll in clinical offerings in order to graduate.
http://lawschool.unm.edu/clinic/index.php
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http://www.aals.org/documents/curriculum/documents/Georgetown
WeekOne.pdf
• Harvard Law School: The Problem Solving Workshop offered at
Harvard is an intensive winter session program for 1Ls designed
to introduce them to real-world problem solving and collaboration
strategies.
http://www.law.harvard.edu/academics/registrar/winter-term/problem
-solving-workshop.html
Specialization
• Northwestern Law: Northwestern has approved concentrations in
appellate law, business enterprise, civil litigation and dispute resolution, environmental law, international law, and law and social policy.
http://www.law.northwestern.edu/concentrations/
• Stanford Law School: Stanford has embraced an effort to allow students to earn dual J.D./Master’s degrees in three years (in contrast
to four years in many other law schools). Dual degrees of this sort
represent an expanded approach to concentration in areas of student
interest.
http://www.law.stanford.edu/program/degrees/joint/#joint_degrees
• University of Dayton School of Law: Dayton has developed three
optional areas of concentration for students (advocacy and dispute
resolution; personal and transactional law; and intellectual property,
cyber law, and creativity).
http://community.udayton.edu/law/academics/degree_requirements.php
• William Mitchell College of Law: Some schools, such as William
Mitchell, do not expect students to concentrate in particular fields
but instead facilitate student exploration of possible pathways toward
careers of interest.
http://www.wmitchell.edu/pathways/

FINDINGs OF THE 2010 LAw ScHOOL SURVEY
OF STUDENT ENGAGEMENT
The Law School Survey of Student Engagement (LSSSE,
available at http://lssse.iub.edu/) is now a well-established tool
used by many law schools to determine how deeply students
engage with their law study and various aspects of the law
school experience. The LSSSE format has been built upon related efforts to understand the dimensions of student learning
in college, as determined by the National Survey of Student
Engagement (NSSE, available at http://www.nsse.iub.edu/).
LSSSE questions ask students to assess characteristics of
their law school experience (such as the characteristics of legal writing programs, their involvement in clinical instruction,
their ethical and personal development, the hours they work,
their career interests, and more). Responses are provided to
participating schools and summarized on a national basis each
year.
The 2010 LSSSE annual report (released in January 2011)
includes information on experimental questions that sought
to assess law students’ development from their entry into law
school through their third year in ways that related to their
preparation as future lawyers. Key findings are as follows:
Third-Year Students Who Felt Prepared in Select
Professional Aspects (those who responded “very much”
or “quite a bit”)

interviewing/counseling/negotiation offerings with
colleagues from around the country, I’ve learned that
some instructors use video clips as a means of asking
students to critique or analyze what steps should be
taken to engage in effective representation.
While I do not believe that it is advisable for
bar examiners to require prospective lawyers to
have taken certain courses in order to sit for the bar
examination in particular jurisdictions, I hope that
bar examiners who read this article will consider
whether there are ways in which their choices about
assessment of professional skills could be reconsidered. I’m convinced that greater attention to the
apprenticeship of skills and practice by bar examiners could help law schools move in productive ways
that would benefit and protect the public.

Understanding the needs of clients

57%

Working cooperatively with other attorneys as part of a legal
team

50%

Apprenticeship of Professional Identity and Values
and Professional Formation

Managing your time effectively

66%

Professional Responsibility Courses Fall Short

Coping with day-to-day stresses of law practice

45%

The Carnegie Report’s third “apprenticeship” con-

Dealing with ethical dilemmas that arise as part of law practice 57%

cerns the development of students’ appreciation for

Serving the public good through your profession

55%

Understanding professional values that will serve you in your
legal career

58%

professional roles, the relationship of personal and
professional values, and the importance of individual meaning derived by professionals from the

Clinical and Pro Bono Work and Its Effect
on Student Preparation

work they do. This “apprenticeship” is the one that

Students with experience in clinics or pro bono work were more
likely than other students to report that their law schools provided
adequate professional preparation. Specifically, clinical participation and pro bono work correlated with a higher degree of preparation in the following areas:
•
•
•
•

skills could be assessed in some way; in discussing

Understanding the needs of future clients
Working cooperatively with colleagues as part of a legal team
Serving the public good through their profession
Understanding professional values that will serve them in their
legal careers

These findings suggest that exposure to practice-based and experiential settings provide valuable opportunities for students to
cultivate professional ethics.

seems most absent and least well understood within
the legal education universe of today.
As indicated earlier, law schools require students to take courses in professional responsibility.
Unfortunately, such courses often focus only on the
cognitive realm, addressing the “law of lawyering”
and the least common denominator of ethical obligations. In most law schools, students must rely upon
the hidden curriculum (optional speakers, orientation programs, extracurricular activities), pro bono

Source: Student Engagement in Law School: In Class and Beyond: 2010 Annual Survey Results (Law School Survey of Student
Engagement 2010).

initiatives, and clinical offerings to probe questions
of professional identity and values. This narrow
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approach is unfortunate, since it undercuts the

ally concentrate their attention on substantive course

potential inherent in the apprenticeship of profes-

selection throughout their three years. However,

sional identity and values to link all parts of legal

because of the increasingly specialized nature of law

education and to provide a meaningful opportunity

practice, with a split between lawyers for individuals

to engage in professional formation—a formation

and those who represent business interests (particu-

that integrates the full range of “apprenticeships” in

larly in large cities and in specialized arenas),20 many

helping students appreciate their roles as profession-

law schools now provide students with opportunities

als upon graduation.

to gain certificates in particular content areas, or to

Considerations for Bar Examiners

specialize in particular fields beyond the first year.
It is not surprising that students have an interest in

What might bar examiners do if they conclude that

taking such paths, since they believe (with some jus-

the apprenticeship of professional identity and val-

tification) that law practice is increasingly specialized

ues deserves greater attention in determining which

and since many of those now in law school were ad-

candidates are admitted to the bar? One approach

vised to focus their undergraduate studies on double

might be to consider how character and fitness

majors (reinforcing their tendency to specialize).

reviews proceed. Candidates for admission to the
bar might be asked whether they have engaged in
pro bono activities, why or why not, and what other
professional activities they might have pursued in
law school that demonstrate understanding of their
obligations to the public or to professional service.
Even if bar examiners do not impose a particular
requirement regarding pro bono service, discussions
about professional contributions might encourage
students to engage in related activity. In addition,
bar examiners might consider assessing “professional portfolios”19 to augment their review of candidates for admission to the bar.

III. Do notions of progression have
a bearing for legal education and
for the bar examination?
Specialization: The Reality of Modern
Law Practice

Most bar examiners, however, continue to
emphasize coverage that relates to authorizing newly
admitted lawyers to engage in general practice. This
emphasis is understandable, given the obligation of
bar examiners to assure that the public is protected
by determining whether entry-level lawyers possess
sufficient expertise to qualify for general licensure
in which they may represent clients in a variety of
matters, ranging from real estate closings to contract matters to criminal defense. Those who gain
a general license are authorized to put up a shingle
and engage in solo representation, or to affiliate
with more specialized practices as they choose. The
changing reality of modern law practice, however,
needs to be considered by bar examiners.
Considerations for Bar Examiners
The potential power of bar examiners to frame
and direct the development of beginning lawyers’
expertise and expectations is worthy of exploration.

The Carnegie Report criticized law schools for giving

Consider, for example, a change in bar examinations

insufficient attention to the progression of student

that would allow candidates for bar admission to

development across the typical three-year program.

be examined on some number of substantive fields,

Because of the dominance of the cognitive appren-

still requiring them to demonstrate knowledge in

ticeship aspect of legal education, students gener-

a variety of fields, but also to declare themselves

20 The Bar Examiner, June 2011

as inclined to practice and opt to be assessed at a

Bar examiners could also go one step further to

higher level of expectation in one or another more

address progression by allowing candidates to take

concentrated field of expertise (e.g., general practice,

the bar exam in two parts (a “bifurcated option”).

criminal law, family law, real estate law, business

Part I could be taken after the first year of law school

law, or other fields). Some candidates might opt to

(using multistate questions and covering first-year

be examined in expertise across a full range of fields

subjects) and could be retaken later. Part II, taken

(from criminal law to estate planning), while others

after graduation, would not have to cover this same

might opt for slightly less expansive general assess-

material again but could instead embody focused

ment plus more in-depth evaluation in one or more

examination in areas of concentration or more in-

particular fields. The idea would not be to have stu-

depth performance testing.

dents declare specializations or to certify entry-level
lawyers as experts in particular areas, but instead to
provide incentives for development of subject-area
expertise and to assess those opting for this approach

In summary, bar examiners might explore the
following questions:
•

Should the current emphasis on examination across the full array of general practice
subject areas continue to drive the structure
of bar examinations?

•

Should bar examiners test candidates on a
smaller number of core baseline subjects,
while requiring candidates to opt for indepth examination from a range of focused
fields (e.g., general practice, criminal law,
family law, and so forth)?

•

Should bar examiners go a step further to
bifurcate the bar examination?

appropriately rather than penalizing them. Because
the candidate will have taken a series of courses in
his or her chosen field(s), he or she can be tested at
a more intensive level, thereby providing the opportunity for more effective testing of analytical and
problem-solving skills.
Bar examiners need to consider whether current
practices employed in assessing entry-level candidates for admission to the bar advance or undercut
the quality of legal services provided by beginning
lawyers. At present, bar examinations create incentives for students to take courses in the broad range
of subjects tested on bar examinations, rather than to
develop more in-depth expertise in areas where they
hope to practice. Does it make sense to have incentives in place for future lawyers likely to engage in
criminal prosecution or defense to take courses in
trusts and estates, real estate finance, business associations, or family law? Perhaps so. But bar examiners
need to consider the tradeoffs that result from examinations that assess baseline knowledge across a full
array of subject areas compared to more in-depth

However bar examiners might choose to answer
each of these questions, it is at least clear that they
have a powerful role in encouraging law schools to
structure their curricular options in order to help
students shape their professional trajectories.

IV. How does assessment drive
learning, and how might related
principles influence thinking about
bar examinations?

assessments that would give students incentive to

The Importance of Formative Assessment

develop progressive expertise and finely honed skills

One of the most important insights offered by the

by focusing on areas where they hope to practice.

Carnegie Report concerns the relationship between
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learning and assessment. The basic proposition that

general public. Bar examiners should accordingly

assessment drives learning is one that is well known

give particular attention to the ultimate competen-

to any professor whose students ask, “Will it be on

cies they seek to assess, which, in turn, can have an

the test?” (implicitly suggesting that if not, the topic

impact on what students are expected to learn in law

is not worth studying). Law schools should have

school.

learned this lesson even more powerfully in recent
years as, similarly, U.S. News & World Report ratings

Extensive efforts have been undertaken in recent

(however flawed) have influenced them to change

years to map the competencies that reflect successful

their policies regarding admissions, expenditures,

and effective lawyering, including, in one such study,

and other determinations.

identifying the specific characteristics of effective
lawyers.22 If bar examiners could develop assessment

The Carnegie Report offers important lessons

strategies designed to assess whether candidates for

regarding the relationship between assessment and

admission to the bar possess characteristics linked to

learning. For example, it discusses the importance

effective lawyering, they would undoubtedly drive

of formative assessment (ongoing feedback that drives

law schools to consider such characteristics in law

student learning) in contrast to summative assessment

school admissions decisions and to develop curricu-

(end-stage determination of how well students or

lar offerings to develop such capabilities for those

prospective candidates for bar admission have dem-

enrolled in law school.

onstrated their ultimate level of expertise).
The Carnegie study urges law faculty members
to attend more seriously to formative assessment of
students by providing them with formal or informal
feedback that can spur their attention to shortcomings and potential gains in understanding. This
dynamic is particularly salient within the context
of legal education, since many students are highly
motivated to achieve at the highest level possible,

Conclusion
If bar examiners turned their attention to the important considerations raised by the findings of the
Carnegie Report, they might well consider a number
of possible innovations in bar examinations, as suggested throughout this article:
•

Should a different balance be struck between
assessment of content knowledge and the
ability to “think like a lawyer” and assessment of other competencies relating to professional skills and professional identity and
values?

•

Should a different balance be struck regarding rudimentary understanding of a wide
range of subject fields associated with general practice and more in-depth expertise
related to particular fields of professional
work?

and faculty members have an opportunity to encourage this desire by providing meaningful feedback
about the level of expertise students have achieved
at a given time.21
Considerations for Bar Examiners
The stakes are higher for bar examiners, however.
Their role, ultimately, is to engage in summative
assessment that discerns whether candidates for
admission to the bar have the requisite capabilities
to be awarded licenses to represent members of the

22 The Bar Examiner, June 2011

•

If bar examiners push the envelope and
develop strategies for assessment of expertise in various practice-related contexts, how
might they assess prospective lawyers’ abilities, taking into account prospective lawyers’ substantive expertise, capacity to “do”
and “act” effectively in particular contexts,
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